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Mini Mauler Monster Truck

Product Name: Mini Mauler Monster Truck

Manufacturer: -

Model Number: pgg073

This 1/20-scale wonder takes all the excitement of monster truck madness right out of
the arena and puts it in the palm of your hand. The HobbyZone Mini Mauler comes
completely assembled and ready to drive with a sharp painted, polycarbonate body
decked out with pre-applied decals. It also sports big over-sized rubber tires that can
tackle any terrain. Like "big" RC trucks, the Mini Mauler is equipped with a
sophisticated, fully proportional radio control system, electronic speed control and
working suspension. You can even boost its performance like a bigger RC truck with
rechargeable Ni-MH battery packs, ball bearings and motor upgrades. For highflying,
ground-pounding monster truck action you can enjoy anytime, anywhere - nothing can
touch the Mini Mauler. The mighty 180 electric motor provides plenty of power for
scrambling over tough terrain and lots of speed on the flats. This power is channelled
through a very heavy duty rear differential that delivers solid traction on just about any
type of surface. The all-in-one ESC/Receiver provides fully proportional steering and
throttle response for precise control on any terrain at any speed, and it's connected to a
powerful steering servo that comes with replacement gears for easy maintenance. It
comes with a mini jump ramp, oversized tires and fully-functioning suspension, and it
drives like an absolute dream. Features: completely Ready-To-Run, includes
transmitter & batteries, durable 1/20-scale, chrome-plated wheels, steps and light bar,
all-in-one ESC/receiver unit that provides fully-proportional steering and throttle
response, including brake and reverse features, a powerful steering servo that comes
with replaceable gears for easy maintenance, includes one orange jump ramp,
2-channel proportional, pistol-grip transmitter with trim adjustments for easy steering
and throttle management, speed around 20 mph, colours may vary, includes 12xAA
batteries, size:17.7x12.7x12.7cm.

Price: R1,725.00

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Tuesday 22 August, 2006
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